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The Fishing
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Spinners & Plugs
The Outﬁtter
shoehorn, blazer buttons and keys
Lash Liberty
mascara tube, quarter dollar, and keys
The Romeo
cigar tube, coin and keys
The Boss
highlighter pen, coin, buttons,
and keys
The L’Oréal Diver
mascara tube, coin and keys
The Aviator
sunglass lenses and key
Mirror Shade Spinner
sunglasses and key
Feathers & Flies
French Manicure
 false nail, shirt button and key        
She & Sea Lure
false eye-lashes, false nails, sequins,
button and key
His & Hers
cufﬂink, lingerie ribbon and key
Sea Disco No.1
eyeliner pen top, sequins, dress fabric
and key
Sea Disco No.2
eyeliner pen top, sequins, dress fabric
and key
Intrepid Guest
pillow feather and hotel key
Ofﬁce Glory
silk tie and keys
Pirks & Jigs
River Groomer
shoehorn and keys
The Graduate
parker pen, coins and keys
Shoelace Octopuss
shoelaces, shirtbuttons and key
Fluoride Lure
toothbrush, sinkplug chain and key
The Kit




Over or not, all along the bank dozens 
of  anglers are patiently ﬁshing the water 
with every ﬁbre of  their being. 
Anglers are optimistic people, and rarely 
stop before it is simply too dark to ﬁsh on. 
But the memory of  the evening rise persists 
all the way home.
Mark Hosking
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